October 24, 2017

My name is Andrew Rosenthal, I am the owner and creator of a facility in Los Angeles
California called LA Dogworks. We are a 7500 square foot facility with a 2500 square foot
indoor dog park covered with K9Grass. We have been using K9Grass for over 13 years with
and without the flushing system.
The city of Los Angeles Animal Services has used LA Dogworks as the definitive example of
how a dog care facility should be. We have also had praises from The Department of Health
and Safety as well.
One of the biggest draws to LA Dogworks is our indoor dog park. When I built LA Dogworks I
would not consider any other surface than artificial turf for the indoor dog park. Unfortunately
I did not know about K9Grass and opened with another popular brand of artificial turf that
had a solid urethane backing with holes for drainage and that used infill. Needless to say it
was a disaster and I was soon on a quest to find a higher quality artificial turf. I discovered
K9Grass and soon the Karmie Brothers came to my rescue.
The key to K9Grass in an indoor application is the netting. This allows urine to filter through
the turf at the point of contact as opposed to solid urethane backed turf where the urine
needs to find a hole to drain. Our first installation did not have the flushing system but we
could tell immediately that our turf problems were solved. Years later when Ken told me
about the new flushing system and the latest in K9Grass, well I had to have it! We installed
the flushing system and the brand new upgraded K9Grass and we instantly found a world of
difference in odor control and it shortened the time needed to clean the park properly. We
vacuum, sanitize and rinse the K9Grass every night.
Dog care facility owners from all over the world have visited LA Dogworks and all are
amazed at the cleanliness of the facility and the practically odor free environment we have
created. But the clincher is the 2500 square feet of beautiful natural looking K9Grass that is
the centerpiece of LA Dogworks.
Please feel free to contact me for additional information should you need. My cell, 323
992-5466. Our website is ladogworks.com
Best,
Andrew Rosenthal
President/Alpha Male
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